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krasinski, John, director. A Quiet Place. performers. John krasinski, emily Blunt, Millicent 
simmons. paramount, 2018. Film.

There are few contemporary Horror films that command the audience’s attention quite 
like A Quiet Place. After Earth is invaded by monsters equipped with a super-sensitive hearing and 
long stabbing limbs used to destroy any source of detected sound, one family navigates their very 
precarious silent survival. John Krasinski’s film is unnerving because it is nothing like the Gothic, 
shadow-box stylings of old Hollywood silent Horror films. No hammy overtures usher Nosferatu 
up the staircase. There is a realism to the soft sunlit styling of this Horror Sci-Fi that lulls you into 
a false sense of perniciously twee security, which artful sound-scaping and a masterful control of 
suspense snatch back again. While the regressive sex and gender politics cause the baby to almost 
be thrown out with the bath water, the film reveals itself ultimately to be a richly woven questioning 
of introspective family values and wider ontological ethics.

We enter the nuclear family life shared by Lee and Evelyn (respectively played by the 
film’s director John Krasinski and his wife Emily Blunt) on Day 89 of what appears to have been 
a world-wide catastrophic event. The camera follows children’s feet scampering silently around a 
supermarket, an uncanny environment synonymous with the Post-Apocalyptic or Zombie genres. 
The quick flurry of footfall is easily mistakable for that of the monster, an artful introduction where 
children turn out to be the anxious crux in a world where noise means certain death. Regan (Millicent 
Simmons), the eldest child of the family, is deaf, keenly observant, and nurturing of her younger 
brothers. She is quick to catch a fallen object before it crashes to the floor. Beau (Cade Woodward), 
the youngest brother, is told (via sign language) that a toy he has found is too loud. Regan sees how 
much he wants the toy, a rocket – a symbol of hope that the family will one day escape this ransacked 
planet – and gives it to him when their parents are looking elsewhere. She is totally unaware that 
he has secreted away the batteries. The little boy turns on the bleeping, whirring toy rocket on the 
way home and Regan sees the reaction to this in the faces of her family. She sees her Dad racing 
toward the boy as something hurtles through the trees adjacent. Lee leaps toward his youngest son 
as the creature bulldozes him offscreen. In this instant, Lee and the monster’s frantic, flailing limbs 
become mirror images of each other. From then on, the relationship between man (father, patriarch, 
normative human) and monster (queer interloper, new species, non-human) becomes one of the 
most provocative themes of the film.

Charlotte Bruus Christensen’s cinematography is an expansive panoramic of the lush 
American North-eastern setting, giving the effect that this family farm is a whole world of its own 
which characters traverse on walkways of sand, seamlessly and soundlessly passing through fields, 
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bridges, abandoned houses, and purpose-built living areas. The only barriers in the film are made 
up of bedding – soft insulation to protect against monsters listening in the dark, echoing perfectly 
the idea of children, scared of the ‘bogeyman,’ hiding under their sheets at night.

The next we see of the family, it has been over a year since the tragedy of losing their 
youngest to the Earth’s new sound-sensitive apex predator. That young children have proved a 
challenge to the new status-quo seems to be the take-away. Child-rearing futurities now teeter 
delicately between complex and impossible. Shame of a lesson not learned is indicated when camera 
angling conceals Evelyn’s body. Their quiet existence is coded as peaceful and idyllic as the audience 
are made privy to the very essentialist roles each family member now plays. Regan is snatched out 
of daydreaming to help Evelyn with the laundry, Lee works in his basement, a workshop of so-far 
futile attempts to rationalise the catastrophe, understand the monsters, and fix all that threatens his 
family’s survival. Surviving son and middle child Marcus (Noah Jupe) plays in the disused car, miming 
driving manoeuvres. The camera returns to Evelyn, whose burgeoning belly is finally revealed as she 
hangs a knitted mobile. Birth control aside, the family are ‘prepared’ with a coffin-like sound-proofed 
baby box, rigged with an oxygen mask. The heteronormative nuclear family is determined to thrive 
in post-apocalyptic America; the moment where the politics of plot start to overwhelm the film’s 
artistic merit. At the end of the world do we have to revert to very essentialist gender roles in order 
to survive? The reasoning behind their desire to keep having noisy children is hinted at when Evelyn 
explains why it is so important that Marcus goes out and learn to be a ‘hunter-gatherer’ like his Dad: 
they need to be able to look after their parents when they are old, grey and “have no teeth.” This is 
later revisited when Marcus does eventually go out with his Dad and they encounter an old couple. 
Blunt’s pantomime gurning is realised, this time in the face of an actual elderly person right before 
he lets out a suicidal scream. Within seconds his lacerated body joins that of his wife on the forest 
floor. The implication is that this couple were childless or failed to protect whatever family they had. 
Failure to commit to what queer theorist, Lee Edelman, would term, “reproductive futurity,” equates 
to a failure to thrive and nothing more. Should the audience therefore accept that heteronormativity 
is the only viable option for a post-apocalyptic humanity?

With such sparse dialogue, the film communicates what little is known of the invading 
monsters through newspaper clippings. Upon this exposition, the camera hovers presciently over 
the word ‘weakness’ writ bold among Lee’s notes, a conundrum haunting the basement full of 
radios, surveillance monitors, and soldering irons. Lee is a father trying to understand the monsters 
which threaten to bring a new order to the world, having wiped out the majority of humanity. At the 
same time, he is trying to understand and ‘fix’ his daughter’s disability. Lee and Regan’s relationship 
becomes increasingly fraught as Lee tries time and again to push ineffective hearing aids upon the 
now disillusioned child. To make matters worse, while Regan, the eldest and more outdoorsy child, 
wants to go out into the wilderness to help her father gather food for the family, it is her younger 
brother, seen most content spending time indoors as his Mother home-schools him, who is invited 
to join Lee. Regan’s disability is hardly a hindrance in a silent world and why should her sex mean she 
has to stay at home assisting her pregnant mother? These sexist and ableist ideals of the paranoid 
father are an important reflection of how crisis effects identity politics but they become obfuscated 
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by ideas of guilt and remorse surrounding the death of the family’s youngest child. Regan believes 
her father does not love her and blames her for the death. This builds excellent pathos for the 
moment of ultimate sacrifice when Lee signs “I love you” to his daughter right before martyring 
himself.

With Krasinski in roles of writer, director, and lead, it’s difficult not to think of A Quiet Place 
as a masturbatory project in celebrating an ideal image of masculinity. There has not been a more 
impossibly capable, self-sacrificing representation of ‘Top Dad’ masculinity in horror since Train to 
Busan (2016). In fact, it feels like all the years spent playing Jim in The Office (2005-2013), endlessly 
goaded into competitive hijinks by co-worker Dwight Schrute (Rainn Wilson) to prove which of them 
deserves the title of Übermensch, have finally taken their toll. Krasinski’s latest roll as action man Jack 
Ryan (2018) encourages this theory. Does the world need another icon to represent white, straight, 
heterosexual, and overtly virile men as heroes? No. Should I be placated by the fact that in the end 
two powerful females, one with an ingenious innovation of her hearing aid, the other with a shotgun, 
are the last ones standing to fight off the monsters? Maybe. But there needs to be an ongoing 
conversation about how we represent the average family, especially when it comes to questioning 
who has the loudest voice.
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